Mad Monk - We will miss you dear
friend. See you On On the ice...
CH3 Run #734 – #2002
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CH3 – News – Events
Calling all Land Lubbers
CH3 Seaside Run Sunday July 23

rd
, 2017

th
PAY UP NOW !! Reggo and £££ deadline: 30 June !!


Venue : Happisburgh Hill House Inn, Happisburgh, Norfolk.
Home of : The Dancing Men Brewery



www.hillhouseinn.co.uk/the-dancing-men-brewery-in-norfolk/

Camping : The Manor Caravan Park, Happisburgh, Norfolk.
www.manorcaravanpark.org



COST £20 for which you get:



BUS trip to and from the beach !



BRILLIANT RUNS thru beautiful Norfolk footpaths, lanes and villages !



A CHILLI SWIM in the bracing NORTH SEA !



A MEGA DRINKS STOP on the golden beach !



TOP NOTCH GRUB under the pub garden marquees !



Hash DANCING MEN BEER and VINO until it runs out !



th
PAY UP NOW !! Reggo and £££ deadline: 30 June !!

Then buy your own!



SECURE YOUR SEASIDE RUN OF THE CENTURY !!



SEA SHAMMY and U-BEND !!

 DON’T BE A DUMMY AND MISS OUT !!
Hash, then party at The Hill House Inn, Happisburgh !!

E-Mail:shamcockindili@yahoo.co.uk

Calling all Piss Heads and Daddy Dancers
Beyond The Icehouse 2017-Supporting Camfed
Friday June 16th - Sunday June 18th
Alec and Chrissie hope you will join them for three days of music, fun and laughter.
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Calling all HASHTHLETES

R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.

Gents; Don’t know what to spend your unused John
Lewis Vouchers on on?
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Run 2004, Ancient Shepherd, Fen Ditton
Hare:- Double Top (Subs Toed Bedsores, Googly 2 and Mousey)
Good turnout regardless of the weather. RA sucks.
DT had to pull out owing to a sudden medical problem. Titania is feeding well and was a
good weight at birth. DT's eyes have stopped watering and the mascara no longer looks
like a couple of shiners. Father is also sobering up.
At very short notice the Gamlingay family took to the task of laying the trail on
unfamiliar territory. Hurrah! Co-hares Tony and Jackie did sterling work with Ted in
creating a random group of blobs all over the countryside. (trail)
The pack consisted of Fit But Dim and her hubby Woody Hollow who tore off at a rate of
knots. They were not seen again until late, having done all the trail themselves. This
included all the turn backs. Ahhh. The remainder of the pack proceeded in an orderly
manner hither and thither. The finishers hithered thither as well dithered. Whither I
now not. Slaphead

Ladies; when you smell burning…. your dinner is
probably cooked.
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R*N 2009 The Crown Willington

Hare : Bedsores - AGAIN
2nd April 2017
Scribe: Kermit
At the circle before the r*n Bedsores warned of the many hazards on the trail and
issued us with this.
Run 2009 Risk assessment
Title of project/experiment/activity
Run 2009
Location of activity
The Crown Willington

Start and end dates
Sun 2/4/2017 – Sun2/4/2017

Brief description (or attach procedure/protocol)
Hash
Hazard

Effect

Control measures

Bedsores
laying trail

Bad trail
multiple
hazards
Trip hazard,
Cuts and
contusions

Avoid allowing him to lay trail

High

Avoid going through brambles
Avoid allowing Bedsores to lay
trail

High

Drowning,
Being swept
away

Avoid river crossings
Avoid allowing Bedsores to lay
trail

High

Brambles

River
crossing
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We set off and found the first check on the way to Danish camp after trying most
other ways we headed off to the
church. I tried a bit of front running

and found a check in the middle of a
field. There was only one obvious
way to go but it didn’t go that way or
the less likely ways. Bedsores turned
up and led us through a massive
bramble and nettle patch. Antar
proved that it was a trip hazard and
threw himself to the floor thus
stinging and cutting his hands as
well as his legs.
We crossed a main road (not
mentioned in the safety briefing)
through some superb shiggy and
headed for the river crossing. Most of
the pack crossed without incident
except for Shamcock who arrived
from downstream, and despite being
Grand Master doesn’t seemed to
have got the hang of walking on
water. (Wouldn’t have happened in
my day).
We progressed through a working Quarry and on to a
lake, fortunately we could go round this, some of us even
went the correct way. Our local guide Big swinger went the
other way and had to retrace her steps along with the
hashers she convinced to go with her. We then entered
the next area of even more severe brambles. Most of us
are still bearing the scars both physically and mentally.
Onto a disused railway back past Danish camp, through
yet another bramble field and back to the pub.
Down Downs for
Bellend visitor
Cruella de Hash returnee
Klinger 1300 runs
Wimp, Big swinger, Calamity Jane, Paparazzi, Big swinger
again and Bellend again not too sure of why these were
given my writing had deteriorated by this stage.
ON ON Kermit
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And we though the Cambridge HASH had no limits to
bad taste …

Run No: 2010
Date: 09-Apr-2017
Venue: Rose and Crown, Islip
Hares: Strap On &
Scribe: Sox Maniac
Well, in 18 years of hashing this is my first time as a scribe. This may be because no
other hash I know writes up their runs, or it may be because I habitually arrive too late
for the circle up, chat my way around the trail looking out for birds and flowers, and
have A.D.D. in the circle. Something to do with the GM’s hypnotic tone….??
So, it was a gorgeous, warm and sunny spring day in Islip. Lots of hashers had their legs
out for the first time this year, me included. Islip is halfway to Leicester but there was a
good turn out and a buzz of anticipation for new territory.
The pack circled-up in the car park but I don’t know what happened, I wasn’t there, I was
in the pub having a quick wee after the long journey. I didn’t seem to have missed much,
when I came back out the pack was milling in all directions on the road in front of the
pub.
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We set off eventually, on tarmac. There were alluring vistas of gorgeous countryside,
glimpsed through hedges and gates. There were banks of spring flowers and kites
circling in the sky.
The trail went from check to check, sometimes with dust on the way. At each check there
was the usual re-grouping while a few hashers investigated routes. A frequent call was
‘on check’ indicating another check had been found and the pack would head in that
direction.
Watches were starting to be surreptitiously peeked at. Beer was in hashers thoughts.
The sun shone down on us, the trail led through a lovely bit of woodland. There were
beguiling views of more green fields, even rolling hills.
The GM was asked what time he was thinking of holding the 1.00 circle. It was past 1.00
by this time. The hare was not responding to “are we nearly there yet?” enquiries.
We went up a rise and over a bridge and suddenly it was all worth it. There, in a
meadow, was a table; stacked with homemade cakes, a keg of beer, a vat of rum punch.
There were lovely ladies in pretty dresses and chairs to lounge upon. U Bend and Horny
made a beeline for these. The rest of us hovered around the laden table, dipping into a
lemon drizzle cake here, a ginger biscuit there, another cup of rum punch…We were no
longer hashing, we were at a garden party.
After an extended stop to appreciate these delights we set off in the direction of the ‘On
Inn’, expecting to find the pub around the corner. No, it was some way off, a distant spire
was claimed to be ‘near’ the pub. A river and the A14 were between us and our target.
We resorted to asking locals the way to Islip! Following dust from the ‘out’ trail we found
our way back.
The circle was underway and lost no time in calling Horny and I in, giving us the
‘married couple award’ for the misdemeanour of dressing in matching hash tee shirts,
well, Horny only has one hash tee shirt.
The GM was given a down down for having no dress style at all.
Conrad and his wife were called into the circle for too much hand holding on trail.
GFM was called in for notching up 14 miles on the hash (yes, just the one hash).
I’m sure Strap On would have had a down down for the trail, and hopefully also the
lovely ladies from the beer stop (who had spent their sunny Saturday cooking for us and
who’d travelled all the way from Leicester to provide us with our refreshments, surely a
new standard for the beer stop has been set?).
I expect Katy and dog Co got a down down as virgins.
I don’t know who else got a down down. I wasn’t there, I was in the pub, at the bar.

Wrong Keys complained of crappy postal service! He
should have gone to specsavers…
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Run No: 2012
Date: 23-Apr-2017
Venue: Bull, Burrough Green
Hares: Shamcock & U Bend
Scribe: Shamcock
It was a cracker !!
It was a loverly day!!
There were lots of loverly mares and foals seen on the run !!
..and a field full of frisky bullocks (not Bulls!!) as Hangover Blues
thought...
The BEER STOP was the ‘Piece de la Resistance’ of the run, taken over
and artistically managed by Taxi, Gorilla and Lightning...the selection
of fine ales and the ginger wine were a TOTAL HIT with the happy
hashers.
You can’t fool old fart hashers...Jetstream was not to be fooled into the
long check back at the start, “It’s ALWAYS a check back up there”, he
said. He was right!!
Here’s the MAP to prove it...See below !!
Prize for TOTAL DONKEY goes to WIMP and his loverly big black
doggy.....he got sucked into each and every turn back/check
back..eejit!!
However, best ‘CHARGE’ was awarded to ‘ONLY ME’ for a classic WEE
WEE behind a hedge in full view of every hasher who ran up the hill
beside her......
Best SMILES were observed by the hare as he awaited to escort the back
walkers (BIG SWINGER and IT WILL COME OFF) who came into sight at
the entrance to the loverly wee path leading to the Church and the
BEER STOP beyond.....”No one ever waits for us!! SHAMMY YOU are a
such a GENTLEMAN !!!”
Mais Oui !!
ADNAMS GHOST SHIP was the hit beer at the BULL, much to everyone’s
delight...
DEBONAIR’S climatic influence, however, was in decline that day. Once
outside, for circular things, the sun went on holiday and the clouds and
their friends, COLD WIND and ICY DRIZZLE arrived.
Not too many enjoyed the fine Sunday roast, but the UPPER CLASS
TART and POSH knew a good thing and had their combined snouts in
the trough..
“COME BACK SOON!!”, said our host and hostess.
“We think we should”, say Shammy & U-Bend...
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Where you went....

Official Warning – do not speak to Bedsores – it’s bad
for your health
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CH3 – News – Events

Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.

R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.

Beyond the Ice House
Beyond The Icehouse 2017-Supporting Camfed
Friday June 16th - Sunday June 18th
Alec and Chrissie hope you will join them for three days of music, fun and laughter.

The Seaside Run
No one has told the Herald what is happening. I believe they need Money
Who is organising this? Maybe it is all a myth!!
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Do you like sweet and savory? Try both together!

Runs for June 2017

All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Latest details www.ch3.co.uk
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2018: 04-Jun-2017
Whaddon Golf Centre, Church Street, Whaddon, SG8 5RX
Hares Calamity & Wimp
Beer Festival and Morris Dancing
Run No. 2019: 11-Jun-2017
Red Cow, Chrishall, SG8 8RN
Hares Horney & Sox Maniac
The Red Cow, Chrishall
Run No. 2020: 18-Jun-2017
Ice House, Dry Drayton, CB23 8BU
Hares Beerstop & Benghazi
The Ice House Beerstop, Bengazi and Paparazzi - Hares
Run No. 2021: 25-Jun-2017
Greystones, The Green, Sawtry, Huntingdon, PE28 5ST
Hares Muthatuka & Big Blouse
Landlord is a guy called Simon no food on Sundays, just beer

Grand Master - Shamcock
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his
Knob
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Blowback
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim

ch3.co.uk

